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Basic Equations for Source Coding with Side 
Information at the Decoder and Encoder 
VED PRIYA 
Basic equations for source coding when fidelity criterion is considered over the channel have 
been obtained by Berger. Currently there is interest in problems allowing use of side information 
as is evidenced by the work of Wyner, Wyner and Ziv and Slepian and Wolf. 
In this paper we examine the form of basic equation when use of side channel is made in the 
following two ways: 
1) The side channel is available both to the decoder and encoder and a fidelity criterion is applied 
to the main channel only. 
2) The side channel is available both to the decoder and encoder and fidelity criteria are applied 
to the main as well as to the side channel. 
Examples of binary symmetric channels have been discussed in both the cases. Convexity of the 
rate distortion function in the first case has been established. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Basic equations for source coding when fidelity criterion is considered over the 
channel have been obtained by Berger [1]. Currently there is interest in problems 
allowing use of side information, refer to the work of Wyner [5], Wyner and Ziv [6] 







In the present paper we examine the form of basic equations when a side channel 329 
is available both to the decoder and the encoder and there is fidelity criterion over 
the main channel. Also we consider the situation in which there are different fidelity 
criteria over the main and side channels. The Fig. 1 schematically explains the 
problem. 
Let there be two random variables X and Ytaking values in the finite sets 3C and <& 
and suppose that the sequence {Xk, Yk}k=± represents independent copies of a pair 
of dependent random variables (X, Y). The encoder presents binary sequences of 
length n at a rate R bits per input symbol and the decoder decodes the received 
message into a sequence {Xk} of length n which takes values in the finite reproduction 
alphabet 3C. Also let the fidelity criterion be the expectation of 
±tD(Xk,Xk), 
n k=i 
where D(x, x) = 0, x e 3C, x e 3C is a given distortion function. 
When we confine to the case of there being fidelity criterion on main channel only, 
refer to Wyner and Ziv [6], we define Rx/Y(d) as the minimum rate for which the 
system can operate when n is large and the average distortion is equal to d i.e. 
P- ÍD(Xk,Xk)\ = d 
In other words, for d ^ 0, let M0(d) denote the set of probability distributions 
{p(x, y, x)}, x e 3C, y e <W and x e # such that 
p(x,y) = IlP(x,y,x), 
where the sum is taken over all x e 3C, and 
£ D(x, x) p(x, y,x) = d 
x,y,x 
then 
(1) Rx/Y(d) - min I(X, XJY) , 
peM0(d) 
where /(.) denotes the ordinary Shannon's Mutual Information. 
A further modification in the definition of Rx/Y(d) is required if we consider an 
additional fidelity criterion on the side channel also. The Rx/Y(d) now depends on 
a pair of distortion limits in place of a single d. The problem and its mathematical 
formulation will be found in Section 3. 
2. BASIC EQUATIONS WHEN FIDELITY CRITERION IS OVER 
THE MAIN CHANNEL 
In what follows the source alphabet will be represented by index i, the encoder 
output by index j , decoder output by index k and the side information by index /. 
Also the following notations will be used: 
P(U k, I) = pm ; Q(kji, I) = Qk/itl, 
D(i,k) = eik- Q(k\l) = Qm e tc . 
Thus our problem is to minimize the average mutual information 
(2) /(Q) - ZPnQvn log %&, 
*.*.' Qk/i 
subject to the constraints: 
(3) Qkin = 0 , 
(4) ~\Qm = 1 , 
k 
(5) E QikPiki ~ d i.e. ~\ QikPuQk/n = d . 
i.k.l i.k.l 
We will solve this problem by using the method of Lagrange Multipliers ignoring 
the constraints (3). For this purpose consider the augmented function 
(6) J(Q) = / ( e ) - Z /*« iQkiu ~ s I QikPuQkiu , 
i,l k i.k.l 
where the parameters iin and s are Lagrange Multipliers. Taking log Atl = Hujpn 
and using (2) in (6), we may write 




••.M L MiQkn J 
- = Pu iogT-^T1- - sQik + Pn ~ PiPl = 0 
n L ^nQkii J 
kin — AuV.kiie 
Summing over k and using (4), we get 
(7) ^ [ Z Q f c / . e 5 8 " - 1 ^ ' " " " " ] - 1 . 
Thus the expression for Qk/n can be rewritten as 331 
(8) &/„ = 
Q ^,k~l+P,P,/Pu _ _Ш 
YJQt/le
se"~1+p""lp"' 
We solve it for Qk/l since Qk/il is expressed in terms of the conditional probabilities 
Qk/l of the reproducing letters. Multiplying (8) by pit, summing over i and dividing 
by Qk/i (provided Qk/t > 0), we have 
_ gseik-i+pipi/pii 
(9) ?ia, / I e^-
i + "«"^' s s : ? i '"-
t 
We suppose temporarily that Qk/l > 0 for all k. Then for a fixed value of s, if all 
the Qk/t obtained by solving the simultaneous non linear equations (9) are positive 
then equation (8) yields that Qk/il are also positive. Thus a point on the Rx/Y(d) curve 
can be obtained parametrically by expressing both d(Q) and I(Q) in terms of Qk/t 





I(<2) = I P „ A „ & / I e * * -
1 + ' ' ' ' ' ' " [ ' l o g A , , + sQik - 1 + ™l\ -
i,k,i L Pu J 
= sd + _] pit log A,, . 
i,l 
Thus Rx/Y which is the minimum of l(Q) is such that 
(11) RX,Y = sd + _ptt log A„ , 
i.l 
where Xit is given by (7). 
Now if for a particular value of s, the unconstrained solution procedure yields 
one or more Qk/t _ Othen the results can be formulated as in Berger [1], Lemma 1, 
p. 32. 
Remark. When side information about the source is not provided at the encoder 





Rx = sd + YPi log A,, 
where 
332 Example. We consider an example in which the main as well as the side channels 
are both binary symmetric. The source is memoryless with alphabet Xk = {1, 2} 
and side information alphabet Yk = {1, 2}. Also let the received set be Xk = {1, 2}. 
Further let the distortion be given by the probability of error distortion, i.e. 
Qik = 1 — dik where 5ik = 1 for i = k, 
0 for f + k 
so that 
(12) Qik = 0 for i = k, 
= 1 for i * k, i, k = 1, 2 . 
Now from equations (9), we have 
£ Pit^u e*"*- 1 ^"" / ' " = £ Pil; k, I = 1, 2 . 
i = i i = i 
Solving these simultaneous equations, we get 
2 
Tip* 
(13) Au = i^— 
f I Pyi E PiJ 
p i ( ( e
s + l ) e x p J i i i _ J ^ _ - l 
From equation (7), we have 
1 2 
_ , ^ fc/ i e 
A ; ; k = l 
Solving these equations for Qk/l we have 
(14) Qm= ***-*» ; ; * f c , J = 1 ,2 . 
( e s - l ) E P n 
i = l 
On using equations (13) and (14) equations (10) and (11) yield 
(15) d = 
es + 1 
(16) Rm = sd + ( p u + p2l) H (
 Píl , Pl1 ) + 
\ P u + P21 Pii + P21J 
+ (Px2 + P22) II ( Pl2 , P22 ) ~ log ( ť + 1) . 
\Pl2 + P22 Pl2 + í W 
Thus the equations (15) and (16) determine the distortion and rate for the example 333 
considered. 
3. CONVEXITY OF THE FUNCTION Rx/Y(d) 
We shall prove that Rx/Y(d) is a convex U function of d. Thus for any pair of 
distortion values d' and d" and any number X E [0, 1] we shall show that 
(17) Rx/Y(Xd' + (1-X) d") = XRX/Y(d') + (l-X) Rx/Y(d") . 
Let q'(x]x, y) and q"(x]x, y) achieve the points (d', Rx/Y(d')) and (d", Rx/Y(d")) 
respectively and let 
(18) q*(x]x, y) = Xq'(x]x, y) + (1 - X) q"(x]x, y) . 
Then it is easy to see that {q*(x]x, y)} is a bonafide conditional probability distribu-
tion. Now by definition 
d(q) = X D(x, x) p(x, y) q(x]x, y) 
x,x,y 
and in particular 
d(q*(x]x, y)) = d(Xq'(x\x, y) + (1 - X) q"(x]x, y)) , 
= Xd(q'(x]x, y)) + (1-X) d(q"(x]x, y)) , 
= Xd' + (1 - X) d". 
This shows that d(q*) is a linear function of d and that if qD is defined as 
qD = {q(x]x, y) : d(q) S D) 
then 
q*(x]x, j ) e ^ t ( i - v • 
Next we have 
(19) Rx/Y(Xd' + (l-X) d") = l(q*(x]x, y)) , 
where 
(20) i(q*(x]x, y)) = E fa y) <!*(*/*, y) log ^ 1 ^ = 
' *,y,* q*(x/y) 
•= IK*.,) [HW. /) + 0 - 4 fW* 3')] 'eg ^ n V r ^ ? , ) ' / ' ' 
*.y.< M (x]y) + (1 - X) q(x]y) 
334 Then for a > 0, b — 0, we have the inequality 
, a + b ^ a + b 
log ^ 1 
i.e. 
(21) log (a + b) = log a + -
a 
with equality iff b — 0. 
We shall use the above inequality for two sets of values alt bL and a2, b2 given by 
(22) *7'(x/x,y) _______ 
1 j 1
 fl'(x/y)
 2 <f(*/y) 
_ _ (1 - A) [___y) a"(x/x, y) - q"(^y) _____ y)] 
fl'(x/y) [Aa/(x/y) + (1 - A) fl"(x/y)] 
ft _ A[a"(x/y) g___x, y) - ______ g"(*/*, jQ] 
fl"(x/y)[Aa'(x/y) + (l-A)fl"(x/y)] 
Thus we have from equations (20), (21) and (22) 
J(fl*(x/x, y)) = l_: p(x, y) q'(xjx, y) [log ^ .V) 
"(*/>0 + 
+ (1 - A) _____ y) qpjy) - ____) ______ y)l 
fl'(x/x, y) [Aa'(x/y) + (1 - A) a"(x/y) J 
+ (1 - A) __ p(x, y) q"(xjx, y) [log ^ ^ + 
*.y.* L <z (*/y) 
<? (x/x, y) [A4 (xjy) + (l - A) q (x/y)] J 
(23) /(vj*(x/x, y)) _ A/(fl'(x/x, y)) + (1 - A) /(g"(x/x, y)) = 
= Wx/Y(d') + (1 - A) Rx/,(d"). 
Combining (19) and (23) we get 
Rx/Y(Xd' + (1 - A) d") = XRX/Y(d') + (1 - A) RXIY(d"). 
Hence RX/Y(^) is a convex _! function of d. 
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MAIN AS WELL AS SIDE CHANNEL 
In this section we consider the problem of source encoding with fidelity criteria 
when the decoder as well as the encoder are provided with side information about the 
source having distortions d. and d2 along the main channel and side channel re-
spectively. 
Let for di ^ 0, d2 2: 0, M0(dlt d2) be the set of probability distributions 
{p(x, y, x)}, x e 3C, y e <&, x e £ such that 
X*. y) = EK*. y. * ) . * 
£ D(x, x) p(x, y, x) = di, 
x.y.x 
YJD(y,x)p(x,y,x) = d2. 
x.y.x 
Then define rate distortion function with fidelity criteria on the main and side 
channel as 
(24) Rx/y(d1,d2)= min l(X, XJY), 
peM0(di ,1,2) 
where /(.) as before denotes the ordinary Shannon's Mutual Information. 
Thus the problem of determining Rx/Y(di, d2) is of minimizing the average mutual 
information (24) subject to the constraints (3) and (4) together with 
(25) £ Qikpikl = dx i.e. £ PuQk/aQik = dt 
i,k,l i.k.l 
and 
(26) Y, Qklpm = d2 i.e. £ PuQk/nQki = d2 . 
i,k,l i,k,l 
As before for this purpose we consider the augmented function 
(27) J(Q) = I(Q)- YPn ZQk/u - Si I QikPiki ~ S2 £ euPiu 
i , I It i.fc.I i,fc,I 
where the parameters vn, St and S2 are Lagrange Multipliers. Taking log Xa = 
= Vnjpn we may write (27) as 
(28) J(Q) = £p„ £&,„ [log -%-• - s ieat - s2e J . 
For stationary point, we have 
_d£_ m p J l o g - % ^ - Sl(.tt - SrfMl + p„ - piPl = 0 
336 i.e. 
(29) 
Summing (29) over k and using (4), we get 
(30) X„ = \XQkji ^ « * + ' s - * , + < " " ' » ' > - - ] - - . 
k 
Multiplying (29) by pa summing over i and dividing by Qk/l (provided Qk/l > 0) 
we have 
„ eSieifc+S2ei,i + (PiPi/pii)-i 
' * Y YQ , QSieik'+S2ek-, + (PiPi/Pu)-i ~ \
P a " 
k-
Thus equations (25), (26) and (2) give 
(32) d. = £ pikpuXuQk/l e-««+-«-»+(FW^,)-i ; 
t,k,i 




I(e) = EPi,logAn + S1d1 + S2d2. 
Thus Rx/Y which is the minimum of I(Q) is given by 
(34) Rx/Y = ~\pu log Xu + S ^ i + S2d2 . 
i.i 
Equations (32), (33) and (34) are the basic equations when the side information 
about the source is provided to the encoder as well as to the decoder involving 
distortions dt along the main channel and d2 along the side channel. 
Now if for a particular value of s, one or more Qk/l _ 0 then as before the results 
can be formulated as in Berger [1], Lemma 1, p. 32. 
Example. We give here ari example of binary symmetric channels by which rate 
distortion function can be determined analytically by the method discussed above: 
Consider the binary source Xk = {l, 2}; side information Yk = {1, 2} and the 
received set Xk = {l, 2}. 
Further let the distortion be given by the probability of error distortion, i.e. 
(35) Qik = 1 — <5,t where Sik = 1 for i = k , 
= 0 for i #= k. 
From equation (31), we have 
2 2 
Z Pnxu eSie ,k+S2ek ,+ ( i"p , / i" , )"1 = 2 > . , ; k - 1, 2 ; / = 1, 2 . 
i=l i = l 
Solving these simultaneous equations, we get 
(36) A„ = (eSl - eS2) A for I = I, 





p„(e2Sl - 1) e52"1 exp [ ( £ Pik £ _,„)/_,,:_ 
k=l k = l 
Now from equation (30), we have 
1 2 
_ _ V Q _Si.ik+s2eici + (p 1 _i /P i i ) - i , __ ?£k/l c 
/ t ; i fc=l 
Solving these equations, for Qk/l, we get 
£ P i ! 
2 I eSl - eS2 eSl+S2 - l l 
_ > n 
j = i 
On using equations (36) and (37), equations (32), (33) and (34) give 
P2s, s, p s, _ s2 e
Sl+S2 - 1 T 
(38) dl = e^Tl - pblL^Zl ("1 2 + *2l) + V^TT(*-- + ->--)J• 
(39) d>= _,, л Ös1 + S 2 
_ e5lQpn + P22) £12 + P21 
e s . _ e
S2 eSl+S2 - 1 
and 
(40) Rx/Y _ S,d, + S2(d2 - 1) + (pu + p22) log (e
Sl - eS2) + 
+ (P12 + P21) log (e s '+ S 2 - 1) + fp„ + P21) H (—-__-— , — — — ) + 
\J>ii + P21 P11 + P21J 
+ (Pi2 + P22) H M f 2 — . — ^ — ) - 'OS (e2Sl - 1) • 
\ P l 2 + ^22 i>12 + P22 ! 
These equations determine the distortions and rate for the example considered. 
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